HetFHMM: A Novel Approach to Infer Tumor Heterogeneity Using Factorial Hidden Markov Models.
Cancer arises from successive rounds of mutations, resulting in tumor cells with different somatic mutations known as clones. Drug responsiveness and therapeutics of cancer depend on the accurate detection of clones in a tumor sample. Recent research has considered inferring clonal composition of a tumor sample using computational models based on short read data of the sample generated using next-generation sequencing (NGS) technology. Short reads (segmented DNA parts of different tumor cells) are noisy; therefore, inferring the clones and their mutations from the data is a difficult and complex problem. We develop a new model called HetFHMM, based on factorial hidden Markov models, to infer clones and their proportions from noisy NGS data. In our model, each hidden chain represents the genomic signature of a clone, and a mixture of chains results in the observed data. We make use of Gibbs sampling and exponentiated gradient algorithms to infer the hidden variables and mixing proportions. We compare our model with strong models from previous work (PyClone and PhyloSub) based on both synthetic data and real cancer data on acute myeloid leukemia. Empirical results confirm that HetFHMM infers clonal composition of a tumor sample more accurately than previous work.